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after a young boy was murdered in his wheelchair, the City of Ottawa is going to trial to answer the question: how could a man
with a history of violent assaults be allowed to continue working in the community? The man at the centre of the case, Andre

Burrows, was a bodyguard for a politician with close ties to city hall when an autistic, wheelchair-bound 14-year-old was killed
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in a secluded driveway on a backstreet in a nearby neighbourhood. Burrows, who was working for a different politician at the
time, eventually pleaded guilty to manslaughter in the boy's death in 2013 and is currently serving a nine-year prison sentence.
But the story — and trial — now moves into the municipal level when the City of Ottawa is scheduled to begin its own trial in
September. Municipal bylaw officers will lay out allegations that Burrows, by virtue of his work for the politician, violated an

Ottawa bylaw requiring that he obtain a permit to work within the city. The bylaw is separate from the Occupational Health and
Safety Act, and Burrows would only be criminally liable if a conviction was obtained under it. If a guilty verdict is returned by a
jury, Burrows could face up to a year in jail and a fine of up to $5,000. Much has changed since Oct. 14, 2009, when Stephen
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